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New Year Edition
Jam Packed with all things EAP!

Time to Say Goodbye…..

2014 Started off on a sad note for the psychotherapy community as legendary therapist, professor,
trainer, mentor and author Charl Vorster passed away after emergency bypass surgery. Charl is
considered the father of interactional therapy in South Africa, and designed the Interactional
Pattern Analysis and Teddy Bear Therapy as well as translating many other forms of therapy into
interactional techniques. His brilliant mind will be sorely missed.
In 2011, Charl and his colleague and friend, Larissa Ernst, started
Satori Centre for Psychotherapy, a private training institute
providing courses in psychotherapy and forensic psychology and
these workshops will continue as scheduled in 2014. Check out
www.satoripsychotherapy.co.za
If we can see far, it is only because we stand on the shoulders of
giants. Charl, thank you for allowing us to stand on your shoulders
and for the insight you gave us.

We will miss you, Uncle Owl
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Lick and Chew – News You’ll Like
2013 saw the first class of Bronze Level candidates write their exams.
We say big congratulations to Danielle Claassen, Antoinette Meiring
and Sharon van Rensburg for passing their exams and also to Alexandra
Rose and Ashton Robertson for not only passing their exams, but also
completing all the requirements for Bronze Level certification!
We are super proud of all of you!

Have something of your own to lick and chew about? Share
your news with the herd by emailing j.cave@eapisa.co.za!

Happy Birthday!
Wishing you all the best for the year ahead!
January 17
February 5
February 8
February 16
February 11
March 5
March 17
March 20
March 27

Nikole Seele
Laurette Venter
Ally Rose
Petra Conradie
Leandra Schreuder
Shirley Osborne
Sharon van Rensburg
Marike Kotze
Carel van Wyk
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Words to Live By
The Serenity Prayer
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A Word on Yawning

God, grant me
The serenity to accept the
things I cannot change,
The courage to change the
things I can, and
The wisdom to know the
difference
The University of Guelph conducted a study a few years
back to determine if horses yawn for the same reason as
people, turns out the answer is No! And in a majority of
cases horses will yawn three consecutive times when they
do it too.
When people yawn it is usually because we are bored or
tired, in order to increase oxygen to the blood. But, since
horses are obligatory nasal breathers, yawning does not
increase oxygen to the blood and different reasons apply.
Under any situation that the horse is under stress or aware
of tension, they may yawn to release endorphins for the
calming effect on the nervous system when a break is
offered. In EAP, this may mean that horses yawn when
there is a break-through, to release tension, and to let go of
unfinished business. A horse yawning persistently in an EAP
session may also mean that there is a person in the session
who wants to say something but is holding back. The
therapist may decide to point this out, and he or she who
has been holding back will usually take the invitation to
share.

Liked Online
Check out these awesome websites!
•

http://www.training-horses-naturally.com/

•

http://www.pathintl.org/

•

http://www.waltham.com/
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The Best Therapists Have Four Hooves! Introducing Monty
Monty is the eldest mare in the herd,
rising 23 this year. Her Welshie registered
name is Forsythe For The Moment and
she’s certainly been around the block in
her life. Has had a foal somewhere in her
past, been a children’s all-rounder in
competition – excelling in dressage,
jumping and equitation and was not a
novice ride in her day.
She came to Sharon’s yard around 7 years ago to assist with teaching children not only riding but respect
for others, basic communication and life skills and she has taught a lot to many. Monty ‘loves’ the boys,
even at her age, and has a history of attaching herself to an alfa gelding.
Monty and one of Sharon’s other older ponies were inseparable until Charlie, the boerperd, arrived.
Monty literally took one look, was smitten by his good looks and muscles and the rest, as they say, ‘is
history’. She has been the alpha mare for many years now, but is being challenged by Sharon’s one and
only Madam Sassy for that position and this results in some really interesting behaviour observations.
When Sharon’s young mare was a foal Monty played Granny and was exceptional at her job.
Monty is fabulous as an EAP pony. Sharon and Jeanie
use her a lot with clients who are not au fait with
horses, most especially those who are scared. Monty
quietly encourages confidence and is very patient
with nervous clients. As we mentioned in Sunny’s
profile some issues back, she excels with Sunny as her
partner in couples therapy. Whether she is working
with adults, children or groups she is calm and quiet
which is an integral part of introductory sessions.
She is still used occasionally as a ‘pony ride’ pony for
the nursery school at 259, no more than that though
as she’s feeling her age and we do respect that.
Monty is an invaluable member of Jeanie and
Sharon’s therapy team and is a shining example as to
how the older horse can be given another purpose.
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Phar Lap
Phar Lap (4 October 1926 – 5 April 1932) was a
champion Thoroughbred racehorse whose
achievements captured the public's imagination during
the early years of the Great Depression. Foaled in New
Zealand, he was trained and raced in Australia by Harry
Telford.
Phar Lap dominated Australian racing during a distinguished career, winning a Melbourne Cup, two Cox Plates,
an AJC Derby, and 19 other weight for age races. He then won the Agua Caliente Handicap in Tijuana, Mexico in
track-record time in his final race. After a sudden and mysterious illness, Phar Lap died in 1932. At the time, he
was the third highest stakes-winner in the world. His mounted hide is displayed at the Melbourne Museum, his
skeleton at Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa and his heart at theNational Museum of Australia in
Canberra.
The name Phar Lap derives from the common Zhuang and Thai word for lightning. Phar Lap was called the
"Wonder Horse", "Red Terror", "Bobby" and "Big Red" (the latter nickname was also given to two of the
greatest US racehorses, Man o' War and Secretariat). He was sometimes referred as "Australia's wonder horse".
According to the Museum Victoria, Aubrey Ping, a medical student at the University of Sydney, suggested
"farlap" as the horse's name. Ping knew the word from his father, a Zhuang-speaking Chinese immigrant. Telford
liked the name, but changed the F to PH to create a seven letter word, which was split in two in keeping with the
dominant naming pattern of Melbourne Cup winners.
Phar Lap finished last in his first race and did not place in his next three races. He won his first race on 27 April
1929, the Maiden Juvenile Handicap at Rosehill, ridden by Jack Baker of Armidale, a 17-year-old apprentice. He
didn't race for several months but was then entered in a series of races, in which he moved up in class. Phar Lap
took second in the Chelmsford Stakes at Randwick on 14 September 1929 and the racing community started
treating him with respect.
As his achievements grew, there were some who tried to halt his progress. Criminals tried to shoot Phar Lap on
the morning of Saturday 1 November 1930 after he had finished track work. They missed, and later that day he
won the Melbourne Stakes, and three days later the Melbourne Cup as odds-on favourite at 8 to 11. In the four
years of his racing career, Phar Lap won 37 of 51 races he entered, including the Melbourne Cup, being ridden
by Jim Pike, in 1930. In that year and 1931, he won 14 races in a row. From his win as a three-year-old in
the VRC St. Leger Stakes until his final race in Mexico, Phar Lap won 32 of 35 races. In the three races that he did
not win, he ran second on two occasions, beaten by a short head and a neck, and in the 1931 Melbourne Cup he
finished eighth. An amazing racing career and legendary horse!
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A Round of Applause for

Who Is HHCU?
The Highveld Horse Care Unit is a Section 21
Company in its own right, responsible for its own
management, funding and operations, and is the
largest equine welfare organisation in the Southern
hemisphere.

HHCU
Highveld Horse Care Unit

It is the major fundraiser for abused horses and
donkeys - the Unit has capacity for only 33 horses
and they desperately need to triple that.
The Highveld HCU became official in 1991, when
funding was obtained from the National
Thoroughbred Trust. Until then, from 1982, equine
work had been carried out by Bev Seabourne-Bauer
who was the manager of the local SPCA.

HHCU does amazing work championing the welfare
of horses, ponies and donkeys. They investigate
reports, conduct inspections, as well as educate
owners of township equines, such as carthorses, and
supply them with equipment so as to make the lives
of these less fortunate animals more bearable.

LIKE HHCU on
Facebook!
www.facebook.com/highveldhorsecare

Three cheers for their excellent work!
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What do you think about this?
What do you think of this???

Email j.cave@eapisa.co.za with your opinions!

From the Horse’s Mouth
Have your say in Equilibrium!

Quotable Quote
If your horse says no, you either asked the
wrong question, or asked the question wrong.

- Pat Parelli

The Official

Anything you want to share, ask, point
out or announce, your input is welcome
and valued! Please email anything you
feel would be a valuable contribution to
our newsletter to j.cave@eapisa.co.za
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Upcoming Workshop!!!

PersonPerson-Centred Therapy in EAP
Friday 7 & Saturday 8 March 2014
The person-centred approach is the foundation of interactional therapy in general as
well as EAP in particular. It is crucial to the practice of EAP to be skilled in personcentred techniques. Presented by Jeanie Cave’ at Autumn Leaves Farm, this workshop
focuses on Person-Centred principles in the practice of EAP. Covered in the workshop
are:
•
•
•
•

The principles of the person-centred approach
How to conduct a person-centred interview
Person-centred therapeutic skills
How to conduct a person-centred EAP session (therapeutic skills as well as
activities)

The workshop will be experiential and comprise theory as well as practical activities
with the horses and counts towards Bronze Level Certification.

Please email Shirley Osborne on admin@eapisa.co.za for more info
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Members’ Corner!
Thank you Maureen for Sharing with us!

My Name is Noortjie….
I lived in the Western Cape until just a few months ago. My life there was filled with days locked up in a shack on
my own. When I was not in my shack I worked as a Cart Horse earning my keep by pulling heavy loads for my
owner who would beat and bully me in return. That was until I was rescued by the Cart Horse Protection
Association in early July this year which was to be the start of a new life for this boy Noortjie!
The Advert for my adoption reached Shirley from EAPISA. Shirley did the most amazing thing and posted my
advert on the Whatsapp group of the EAPISA students 2013! Little did she know that the decision to do that was
about to Change my life. I think I would love to meet her someday to s thank her dearly for not just leaving my
advert on her desk.
My New Mom received Shirley’s post which read something like: Is there anyone who can help This Little Guy.
Well considering my good looks my New Mom gave me one look and somehow without me knowing it our hearts
connected. After having gone through quite a lengthy unexpected process she was on the phone making
arrangements as soon as possible. Being told that the first available transportation was too quick she could only
make final arrangements for the week after that resulting in another 2 week wait! At last on the 23rd of
September with my heart pounding, I very obediently walked straight up the ramp and into Choice Carriers truck.
They were about to become my “bridge over troubled waters”
I safely stepped out onto Gauteng soil on Tuesday morning the 24th of September. My New life has just started
but my Mom tells me that my future looks bright and filled with love. I am still very shy and scared but she can see
that when she looks at me I want to believe her. Maybe one day I will join EAPISA and be the best EAP pony I can
be. I owe it to Shirley!

And a BIG well done to
our very own
Shirley Osborne!
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Bella Jones’s
Jones’s Diary
Hi there good people, here we are winding down from Valentine’s and I haven’t even wished you all a most
exceptional 2014! My wishes for all for the year are that we EAP and think horse the whole year through, I just
love it when people ‘get me’. It’s so rewarding to see how my subtle cues start working so well once people start
understanding my body language. I am currently working with two young fellas (they could affectionately be
known as Bella’s Fellas ☺ ) and I am now their pet project in learning to communicate. They are really beginning
to get the hang of watching my body language when catching and haltering me (yes, Jeanie and Sharon get them
to do all the hard work) so I’ve started being a little kinder and giving them some nice opportunities to get close
and personal, mind you that old saying ‘he who hesitates is lost’ does come into play every now and again – got
to keep them on their toes, that’s my job and I take it seriously…..
The last session we did was a good one in teaching them to be more observant !! Sharon and Jeanie planned the
session (well their bit anyhow, which is just the area and task, the rest is up to me of course) and decided that
these fellas would build an obstacle course in the main arena, then catch and halter me and take it from there.
That was the ‘clear’ instruction, howeeevvvver !!!! they decided that they would catch and halter me first, then
build. What they had not taken into consideration is that the main arena is NOT Bella proofed !!! They very
proudly led me through the gate and undid the lead rein. I did hang around a little while (all of about 8 minutes
or so) to see whether they would realise but ‘sorry for you’ they didn’t and so I literally took the gap and moved a
little way up the paddock and watched. It took a little while for them to realise, in fact only when they had
completed the obstacle course did it dawn on them, that I had absconded. To cut it short, they did catch me
again pretty easily and took me over and under and around all kinds of things. Was a lot of fun and I thoroughly
enjoyed myself. Did some good licking and chewing if I say so myself…
Last but not least, I have become a “certain someone’s” most
favourite! Sharon’s grandson, Tyler. I get groomed and chatted
to – all gobbeldy gook at the moment but a few discernable
words creeping in such as a loud UP accompanied by a patting
of my back whilst looking most endearingly at his Gwanny !!!
Such a little cutesome deluxe, and I was exceptionally good
and just stood stock still. Sharon was so impressed with me
and trusted me one hundred percent, as she should. Good on
me, you have to curry favour where you can you know, have to
give to receive and all that ☺. I just thrive on the praise and
pats as they are so heartfelt.
Well folks that’s all for now. Have a wonderful rest of your
February and till next time – Keep on EAP’ing with your
favourite four legged friends. We are all so blessed to be doing
what we do, EAP forever !!!!
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